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Delays to treatment cost lives and quick fixes are not the answer

The winner of the Research Paper of the Year category in the 2010 BMJ Group Awards was a paper that described the use of pre-referral rectal artesunate (a rapidly effective antimalarial) in patients with severe malaria.1 This remarkable study conducted in Bangladesh, Ghana, and Tanzania randomised 17 826 patients with suspected malaria in rural areas to rectal artesunate or placebo before referral to a health facility. Although mortality did not differ between groups, the composite of death and disability was significantly reduced in people who received artesunate, in an analysis that was restricted to those with confirmed malaria. The effect was largely limited to participants who were delayed for more than six hours before arriving at a health facility, in whom the risk ratio was 0.49 (95% confidence interval 0.32 to 0.77). The findings suggest that in patients with severe malaria in whom treatment is likely to be delayed, pre-referral treatment with rectal artesunate could reduce the risk of mortality and disability.1

The study was an outstanding logistical feat and clearly confirmed the principle that treatment of severe malaria in remote areas can reduce morbidity and mortality. The paper has generated much debate since publication about its methods and implications for practice, and it has raised ethical concerns.2 3 It identified important differences between Asia and Africa, and between children and adults.

Three challenging clinical questions arising from the study do not currently have clear answers.

Firstly, can the approach of giving rectal antimalarials in remote areas where malaria is endemic be operationalised? It is currently unclear if giving rectal artesunate (or equivalent effective antimalarials4) can be made to work outside a trial setting, but the findings of this study suggest that we should try. As with many interventions, deprived communities in rural areas some distance from formal health care have the most to gain but are also those most difficult to reach. It would be inappropriate to set up a parallel
system only to deliver rectal antimalarial, which should be delivered through existing community based systems providing care. It cannot be assumed that improving care in the community will lead to reduced mortality at a population level, and this would have to be tested.5 The cost of delivering rectal antimalarials for pre-referral use must be weighed against the cost of improving speed of access to good quality health care.

Secondly, how can we enhance the rapid referral of severely sick children and adults to health facilities? The need for rapid referral extends beyond malaria. Delivering rectal artesunate is not a substitute for formal care, but a way to reduce the effect of delayed treatment in cases of severe malaria, and the sooner correct treatment is started the lower the risk of death. The study adds to the overwhelming evidence that delays in treating severe infections kill, and it highlights differences between Asia and Africa. Barriers to rapid referral include inadequate information and cultural beliefs about illness, as well as factors such as transport, distance, direct and indirect costs, relationships within households and between carers and professionals, and patients’ or carers' impressions of quality of care at health facilities.6 7 8 The successful management of illness in the community is usually dependent on functioning health systems. Dealing with any one barrier to referral in isolation will therefore have limited impact without changes to the health system as a whole.

Thirdly, what should we do for patients who have severe febrile disease but do not have malaria? How best to manage severe non-malarial illness is complex. In many areas of Africa and Asia where malaria is endemic, it is common to treat most severe febrile illnesses as if they were malaria.9 Malaria is, however, only one severe infection that may cause mortality. In some areas of Africa and Asia the proportion of severe illness attributable to malaria is decreasing,10 and the relative importance of non-malarial causes of illness is therefore increasing. Alternative causes vary by geographical area, age, and HIV prevalence, but bacterial infections make up a substantial proportion of treatable causes in many settings.11 One approach is to improve diagnosis; the World Health Organization now recommends parasitological testing before antimalarial treatment, and this is a major shift in case management. Rapid diagnostic testing to guide treatment is gaining momentum in remote areas, although introducing tests does not in itself immediately solve the problem of misdiagnosis because clinicians’ prescribing behaviour is complex and tests are only one element of this.12 An alternative response is to use syndromic treatment, which combines an antibiotic with an antimalarial in probable severe infection, but the impact of this approach has yet to be tested, and it is not clear which antibiotic is best.

The award winning study clearly shows that substantial delays in obtaining treatment have serious effects on seriously ill patients in Africa and Asia even when effective antimalarial drugs are available. The failure of healthcare systems to deliver effective treatment early contributes substantially to avoidable mortality and morbidity. Fixing this system failure will not be easy or quick, but it must be a priority.
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